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Interpreting Idioms

Abstract

Immediatesomptehension processes involised in the.
/interpretation\,of

idiomatic expre;sions were investigated. Idioms like "bury thrNhatchet"

were used in Sentential contexts that (1) biased

literal interpretation, (2) biased the listener

terpretatin, or (3) left the interpretation

the listener toward a

toward a figurative in-

ambiguous between 'the

literal and figurative readings. In control sentences, the final words

of the idioms were used in non-idiomatic expressions. Listeners

monitored the.sentences for specified tirgets. In allscases, the target

words were the final words of the idiomatic phrases) The listeners were

instructed to detect words that were identical to cue words, that rhymed

with the cue words, or that were members of semantic categories

specified by cue words. Thus "hatchet" was cued with either "hatchet,"

ratchet," or "a toolqReaction-time latencies from the onset of the

targets to the listehers' responses were obtained. IDENTITY, RHYME, and

%TEGORY matchei were detected more rapidly in all three idiomatic con-
,. - /

*texts than in the.non-idiomatic controls: However, for literal and am:
.

.

Iiiguous idioms, CATEGORY decisions were slower than RHYME decisions.
, .

For the controls as well as for the figurative idioms, CATEGORY matches

1 ( . .
were made as rapidly as RHYME matches. These results suggest that

-
. . s. .

idioms are automatically processed as discrete lexical entries.
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!
Uttdrances may be located alonga gra ient-of 'originality." Thls),

. ._ . :

gradient ranges from conventional; reflexive expressions sick is exple- !
o i'

tives through repetitive, formulatic utterances like greetings 'to

..

unique, -novel allusiont and sayingt.(Bolinger, 1978; heiUmann, 1973). .

/ t
Figurative language occupies nd-single point A this gradient; original

. ,

.
t -

metiphors fall toward one end whereas frozen metaphors; proverbs, and

idioms lie on the other: 'Models of comprehension procisses 'must be

general --enoligh, to apply to ueterances across this gradient of

originality. Both hovel metaphors and frozen idioms and proverbs are

challengemodsto most contemporaty mo of comprehension. A

Idioms and proverbs appear to be rapidly .and automatically

processed in' appropriate contexts., Reading time advantages have been .

observed for, figurative idioms and proverbs cdmpared to llte'ral

(Gibbs, 1980; Kemper 1981; Ortony, Scfiallert, ReydoldS; and Antos,'

1980). Two explanations of the reaction time adv antage fO 'r figurative

idioms are possible:. (1 an) Idioms are simulteou1SY. processed as ,
a

discrete kexical enerics.afd as literal -word strings. Swinney Ind

Cutler (1979) proposed that the .figurative meanings. of idiqms are

dirctly represehta in the lexicon and access
.

word. The computation of the literal
.

.
. 4

simultaneously with tie retrieval of
.

.
i

recognition of the, idiom's initial

utomatically following

meaning of the idiom is undertaken'

the stored meaning for de entire string. For isolated idioms, the

retrieval of stored, figurativelmeaningslis faster thaq the computation

of novel, literal lianings. A similar advantage could occur whenever

. .

idioms are used. in biasing contexts.
'

(2) Gibbs. (1980) suggests that a
. , s .

. .

"double-take" reaction accounts 'for_the observed reaction-time advantage
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of,figdrative idioms over literal ones,. He suggests that the automatic
_ , .

retrieval -of an idiom's figqrative meaning preceeds tht computation of

its:literal meaning. Only Oen the fi gurative meaning is

b inappropriate is the computation of literal meanini

,

processe of discovering that the figurative meaning is

and of initiating the computation of literal meaning re

tion time advantage for figurative idioms:

The present research was designed

identity, phonological,, and semantic

discovered to

initiated. The

..
inappriapriate

sult'in a reac-
.

S

mpare the processing of

ation about literal and

sks of Marslen-Wilson andfigurative idioms. The sentence-monitorin

Tyler (1960) were used. In each, task, the subject listens tq'a sentence

fOr the occurrence of +a target word. The target,is specified in advance

by one of three-different cues. (1) Ili the IDEN TITY task, the subjects

are told the exact word to liltelifor. Their reaction time tO detect.

the word is Assumed t4 reflect only word recognition processes. (2) In

the RHYME task, the subjircts monitor for a word that rhymes with a
.

specified cue. Reaction time.in this task involves both word recogni-

tion processes and phonological analysis aid comparison. (3) In the
. 0 .

, CATIOORY task, the subjects listen for a word that`is a member of *a '

specified 'semantic category. Both word recognition and semantic

Analysi6 and compaysion are required.

Marslen-WilsOn auid Tyler (1980) have argued for an on-line, in,-

. . ..

.teractive approach to sentence comprehension. In their approach, seman-
11,

. ,

.

.

tic information about a word is not necessarily dependent on the prior ,

.

phonological analysis of the word. Rather, contextual constraints make

d I . .

available.seMantic, as, well as phonoldgicall information about the

5
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properties of word cohorts' (classes of syntactically_and, samlntically

possible Words). This cohort i formation ,is matched against the
-

acoustic input during'word recognition. One result of this process is

that the identity, phonological properties, and semantic content of

words tan be determined, and a.- response initiated, before the entire

word is actually heard. Thus in normal prose contexts, responses in the

RHYME and CATEGORY tasks are Wade after hearing only one or two phonemes
t .

of tht target words. .
.

. These three tasks were usedto investigate the effects of 'biasing
. ,

. ?

contexts on the interpretation of idioms.
r
Sentences containing Iiieral

t
1

. figurative, and ambiguous idiomatic expressions were created. In each

task, the target words,'defined by the cues, were the final words of the

idioms. In control sentences, the idioms' final wordi we re used in non-
. . \

idiomatic-contexts. Reaction times in the three tasks were assumed to

4eflecl the availability of information aboht the identity, phonological

properties, and semantic' content of the target words'.

Method
.

V
' Subjects. Forty -eight native Speakers of English participated. .

All were recruited from introductory psychblogy courses and received

course credit for their participation.

Materials. Twenty-tour sentence 'sets were prepared. Each set was
.

designed around a common idiom and included sente nwhicH (1) the

idiom' was used figuratively, (2) the idiom was used ally, and .(3)

.
. .

the, idiom1s use was ambiguous between theliter igtirative inter-
4 ,, .

pretations: A fourth sentence n each set contained the final word of
,

..
ir,

'tfie idiom used in *I nort-idiom
.

at expression.
.

a

.41
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. These materials were selected from a large set of materials on the
.

' .' , -.. .

. %
basis of a preliminary study. In this study, 49 judges rated sentenced

s ... .

on a seven point scale. On this scale, ql" indicAted that thd sentence

contained an expression used idiomatically

--...

sentence Contained only literal expressions.
: . . .

e .selected so/ that the literal idioms r deived ratings between 5 and 7

i

and "7" indicated that the

Sets of sentences were

. (mean 7,6:35), ambiguous idioms were rate between .3 and 5 (mean =

3.71), and figuratiVe idioms'yere rated betwe 1 and 3 (mean'= 1.71).
i

Table I p resents exalsple sentence sets; t - tests confirmed that the

,idiomatic ratings of the three sets of sentences were siggificantly dif-'
% 1/4

ferent (figurative vs ambiguous: t (23) = 9.52, 2 < .05; ambiltui vs7
literal: t (23) = 12.57, 2 < .05)..

do I

Insert Table 1 about here
's t

Four lists of 24 sentences were(repare0. Each list contained six
-9

sentences of each type (e.g., litera], ambiguous/ figurative, control).
, -

One sentence from each set occurred in each list. The sentences were.
.. .

randdmly ordered. In addition, each-lisp began with seven'practice sen-

tences.

. iv

A tape recording At prepared of each list. The'sentences were
. .

. ,

recorded by a rfEdiacidreadding at 'a normal oral reading rate (approx- .

C
imately 140 words per minute). So that 'reaaidn times could be

recorded a pulse was placed othe second channeof each tape. The

pulsecointided with the onset of the target word. The lOc ation of the

, 7 .

r

.
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pulse was accurate to within ± 15 msec. This pulse started a. digital

e

millisecond timer which was stopped by pressing a respOnse button.
. .

For each monitoring conditi66,.a list of cues was also prepared.

For, the RHYNE condition, the cues were common rhymes of the target

words. For.the CATEGORY task, superordinate semantic categories were

used as the cues. The target words themselves were the cues in the

IDENTITY task. Table 1 also lists examples of the cue words.

Procedure. Each subject first read a 'set. of instructions that

described the type of monitoring task they were to Each was
. .

tested individually via binaural monophonic headphones. 43efore each
.

trial,' the experimenter andouniect the cue word for the trial. The sub-
.

jects were instructed to press the response 'button, using them per-
. .

ferrred hand, as goon as possible when they heard the word th t cor-

responded to the cue. Each subject participated in a single monitoring

task.

Results

For each subject, mean reaction -time' latoncies were.determined for

each type of Ontext toy 'averaging the latencies for, individual

sentences.
2

These mean latencies for literal, ambiguous, figurative,

and control words were used in the first analysis of variance. In a

second analysis, mean' latencies for each word were determined by

averaging across- those for individual subjects. Thus in the first

ANOVA, subjects were treated as a random effect with condition (IDEN-

'TITY, RHYNE, and CATEGORY) and use (literal, ambig ous, figurative, con-

trol) as fixed effects. In the second ANOVA, words were.a random effect
¶.

with condition anduse as fixed, effects. Unless noted, all results are

It
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significant at -the c .051eveI:(bi-bbttet) in both analyzei:

summarizes the results. The main effect for monitoring
.

;.

condition
f

was significant (I' 1 t2;37) = 8.35, F C2,46) = 10.40), as
to

was that for the context ofthe target words ( F 1 (3,111) = 9. 74, F 2

(3, 69) = 7.75). The interaction as not significant (F 1 (6,111) =

.91, F.2 (6, 138) = 1.62).

4

Insert Table 2 about here

, .

Multiple comparisons, using a Bonferroni procedure with a = .05,a . *.7

were used to examine these effects. Overall, targets in the IDENTITY

condition (mean = 302 msec) were detected more rapidly than those in the

7
RHYME condition (mean. = 382 msec, t (20) = 4.29). RHYME targetp were

responded to more rapidly than CATEGORY targets (mean = 442 msec, t (30)

= 3.22).

-
Compared to the non-idiomatic controls; reaction times ih all three

idiomatic contexts were facilitated. Targets in non-idiomatic contexts

(Man = 427 msec) Were detected more slowly than those in literal idioms

(mean = 380 msec, t (46) = 2.52). However, reaction times

ambiguous (mean =344 msec), and figurative (mean = 350 msec), idioms did

'not.differ significantly ( both t (46) < 1.93).

Planned comparisons were also performed in order to test Whether

or not targets in the RHYME angCATEGORYtisks were detected equally
L.

rapidly in all four sentential contexts. For the non-idiomatic con-

9
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trots, RBER targets (mean =-459 msec) Were detected no more rapidly..

than-CATEGORY- targets -(mean =-497nsec, t (30)=2.02). For figurative

idioms, targets were..detected as rapidly in the CATEGORY (mean = J61

avec) condition as in the RHYME condition (mean, = 386 msec, t (30Y =

1.29). In contrast, for both literal and Ambigtious idioms, RHYMES were

detected more rapidly than CATEGORY matches (literal: = 378 msec,

CATEGORY = 462 msec; ambiguous: 'RIME = 331 msec, CATEGORY = msec;

both t (30) 4.51).

Discussion

Word identification involves an interaction between the acoustic

input and the syntactic and semantic constraints of the sentedtial con-

text. The present iesults confirm, those of Marslen-Wilson and Tyler

(1980). As their on-line, interactive approach to comprehension

predicts, the availability of seman is information about a4brd is not

necessarily delayed relative, to that of phonological information. In
. .

.. ,

the non-idiomatic control sentences of the present, experiment, contex-

C .

tual constraints make available. semantic information about possible

words before the actual ,wordlis heard. As a result, RRYMEtand CATEGORY

matches are made equally rapidly.

The present4experiment, liktxthose of Swipey end Cutler (1979),

suggest that idioms are automatically processed as discrete lexical en-
. i

tries. Subjects were able to respond to target words in the idiomatic

contexts, more rapidly than in the non - idiomatic controls. The subjects

were able to anticipate the idgptity, phonological properties, and

semantic content of the idioms' final' words. As axes t, their

responses in'the three monitoring tasks were facilitated, relative to

/1

1 o

-t
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those for the controls, by the increased syntactic and semantic con-

straints of the idiomatic expressions.

However, the'resufts also indicate that liteyal and ambiguous. tar-

gets are processea,differently than figurative yrgets.
.

For figurative
.

targets, as for the controls, CATEGORY decisions were made as'rapidly as

RHYME decisions. For both literal and ambiguous targets, CATEGORY

. ' ,

matches were slower than RHYME matches. Taken together, these findings

indicate _that listeners attempt, to interpret literal and a biguous

idioms
.

sinultaneously as discrete lexical items afid as literal word .

r'
strings. The automatic processing of the idioms as lexica entries

facilitates identity, phonological, and semantic decisions relat ve to

the non-idiomatic controls. However, the semantic analysis of 1 teral
. " t

and ambiguous idioms is much less facilitated than their phonolo "calr .

analysis. Apparently, the concurrent computation of literal meaning in-
.

terferesrwith the retrieval and processing of the semantic intent of

the idioms' -final words, As a result, decisions in the CATEGORY task

are slower than those in the RHYME dsk for literal and ambiguous uses

of idioms.

I1

4. .1
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Example penten& sets and cue words.

o'

" ..
. .

IDIOM: climbing th.walls

IDENTITY cue: walls
,

BEM cue: .falls o
.

.

XATEGORY:cue: -part of i building.

. -..

Literal

4111

Orville was idterested id spiders and could sit for hours

and watch them Alimbing the walls of the gardep.

Ambiguous
, ..

Orvikle-hatdd prison and was climbing the walls lb get out.
. s. . ...,

«.
.

m, r Figurative
.

dr

C

'By the fourth day in. the thospitdl, Orville was climbing

the walls to go home.

,
, ,

.

Non- idiomatic control _._,__T,_
.

11PP:.
Orville gn e

t
bda th op of his old house by knocking

'o t the walls.

4

f

14
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,-,

Table 1, continued
e/'

..)1
0

.

IDIOM: '' . bury the hatchet

IDENTITY cue:

RIME cue:

CATEGORY cue:

Literal

hatchet

ratchet

a tool

To prepare for the Scavenger hunt, Linda decided

to hide the mirror under a flower pot, put the plate

under the porch, and bury the h atchet behind the house.

.

Ambiguous

To symbolize the end of the dispute, the two men

decided to dig a hole and bury the hatchet once and for all.

I

4

Figurative

Eventually the two men decided their argument was

silly and that they should bury the hatchet once and for all.

Non-idiomatic control

The woodsman forget to take the hatchet when he went camOng.

0

I

j

15
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able 2

. Mean rear ion times for control,'literal, ambiguous, and
I.

P.; r .

figurative. u- ses of the target words in the.threQmitoring tasks. IL

. IDENTITY. ' RHYME. CATEGORY

1

or

. Om

Control A *.

Literal. l' 4.

Ambigubus\',.

Figuratiie4

326

299

*280

303
,

49-

378

331

361

497

462

423

, 386
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